
Good economic reports make life difficult for the Fed!

Weekly Market Insights

United States equity markets continued to advance 
last week.  Unlike many of the gains during the past 
few weeks, this past week was not just the apparent 
warming of negotiations between China and the 
United States, but investors were encouraged by 
positive economic reports.

But first, more turmoil in the Trump administration.  
This past week, Donald Trump fired his newly 
appointed National Security Advisor, John R. Bolton.  
This, of course, happened by tweet.  An admini-
stration firing should come as a surprise to no one, 
except that he was just appointed in April of 2018.  It 
is also surprising because they appeared ideologically 
compatible.  It is significant that it caused no 
shockwaves in policy circles.  Quite telling.

Saudi Arabia

This past weekend, oil markets were shaken by the 
news that Yemen’s Houthi rebels conducted a 
successful drone attack on two important Saudi oil 
installations.  Economically, this puts the global oil 
supply in some jeopardy.  The Saudis, however, have 
thirty-seven days’ worth of supply that they can bring 
to market. This should be reflected in the price of oil 
but is unlikely to be dramatic.  Politically, it is more 
problematic.  It is highly doubtful that the rebels 
developed the drones by themselves.  The most likely 
scenario is their allies, the Iranians, were the 
suppliers.  How the Saudis and their most reliable 
ally, the United States, react is anyone’s guess.

Economics and the Fed!

Last week’s government report on Retail Sales was 
quite encouraging, despite some concerns about 
accuracy.  The government reported the month over 
month Retail Sales for August rose a remarkable 
4.0%, and year over year were up 4.2%.  The 
question some analysts have is the dramatic increase 

in auto sales of 1.8%, but even with that concern, it is 
a fine report.

The University of Michigan’s Consumer Confidence 
Index rose this past month to 92.0.  This strong 
number is consistent with a continued strong 
economy.  This view is reflected in the earlier 
reported Retail Sales report.

Perhaps the most important release was that of 
Consumer Prices.  The core Consumer Price Index 
rose to an 11 year high of 2.4%.  Headline prices rose 
a modest 1.0%, being held down by a 3.4% drop in 
motor fuel prices.  The Fed, of course, focuses on 
core prices rather than headline prices. 

All three reports, Retail Sales, Consumer Confidence 
and Retail Prices, bode well for the U.S. economy 
and, most likely, U.S. equity prices.  This puts the 
Federal Reserve in a difficult position.  We are all 
aware that the Fed has targeted an inflation rate of 
2.0%.  One month does not make a trend, but 
Chairman Powell and his colleagues must consider 
this strong report when contemplating Monetary 
Policy.  We have little doubt that at their next meeting, 
the Fed will lower interest rates by a quarter percent.  
But many who expect the Fed to continue to lower 
rates may be disappointed.

The opposite is true for their colleagues at the ECB, 
European Central Bank.  They face an entirely 
different problem.  The European economy remains in 
the doldrums and, as we wrote last week, even 
Germany is facing the possibility of falling into 
recession.  Although we, and many others, feel the 
time for monetary stimulus has long passed, there is 
no doubt that another bout of easing is in the near 
future.  Mario Draghi is about to leave the presidency 
of the ECB and Ms. Christine Lagarde will take over.  
They are of the same mind about the state of the EU 
economy.  So, any policy change is highly unlikely.
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Politics

This past week, we were treated to another 
candidates debate.  This time the participants were 
reduced to ten.  Not much has changed.  The same 
three remain the relevant parties, Vice President 
Biden and Senators Warren and Sanders.  Biden 
remains in the lead, but one can sense small 
movements in both Biden and Warren - Mr. Biden a 
little to the left and Ms. Warren didn’t spend much 
time, if any, on some of her more progressive ideas.  
Interestingly, moves like this are usually reserved for 
the main event.

What to do

We remind investors the wisdom of reviewing their 
portfolio allocation.  A lot can happen in a portfolio in 
3 to 6 months.  The three main things to look at are:  
1) allocation between cash, bonds and equities, 2) 
equity allocation: U.S. large cap and small cap, and 3) 
International Established and Emerging Markets.  It 
can sound confusing.  If you have concerns, don’t 
hesitate to call your advisor. 

What to expect this week

Date Indicator
Median
Forecast

17-Sep Industrial Production 0.20%

Manufacturing Output 0.20%

Capacity Utilization 77.60%

18-Sep Housing Starts 1,230,000

Fed Policy Announcement 0.25%

19-Sep Home Sales 5,370,000
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